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·INTRODUCTION 
Purpose ot the Investigation 
The Sangre de Cristo Mountains of Colorado a.nd New 
Mexico are, geologically speaking, relatively unknown. 
The equivocal nature of our knowledge o! the range was 
a primary reason for studying a portion o! it in some 
detail. Most of the previous studies have been concerned 
. with the northern part ot the range in Colorado, in the 
general area between Salida a.nd La Veta Pass. fhis work 
has indicated that the complicated structure which ohar- 
aoterizes the northern part of the range becomes simpler 
to the south. Therefore, a eeoond objective ot the cur- 
rent study hae been to test this bypotheeia. Thirdly, 
ainoe the structure waa assumed to be less complicated, 
1t was thought that the depositional and teotonio hieto17 
ot the southern area might be easier to decipher and 
would thus be a useful guide to the depositional and tec- 
tonic history ot the more intensely deformed areas. 
Location and Regional Setting 
The San&re de Oristo Range has its northern terminus 
near Salida, Colorado, and extends some 110 miles 
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south-southeast into north-oentral New Mexico near Santa 
Je. In striking contrast to its length, the range is 
quite narrow, varying only between 10 and about 15 milea 
in width. The range is broadl7 arced, with its concaTe 
side to the west. The southern part, although topograph- 
ioall7 and structurally integrated with the northern 
part, is sometimes referred to as the Culebra Range. 
(See index map, Fig. 2.) 
fhe two names date from the time o! the Spanish Con- 
quistadores who called those mountains with the pronounced 
reddish appearance, the Sangre de Cristo, meaning "Blood 
ot Chriat." To the narrow, sinuous line ot enow-cappad, 
or1stalline peaks, they gave the name Oulebra, or "Snake.• 
Both names are quite appropriate tor obvious reasons. 
~he Upper Middle Creek area, which covers about 12 
square miles in western Huerfano Count1 along the east 
slope of the mountains, is about !our miles south of La 
Veta Pase. Pueblo lies about 65 air-miles to the north- 
eaat. The nearest community is the village ot La Veta, 
about !our miles to the east. The Denver and Rio Grande 
Western Railroad oroasea the Sangre de Cristo Mountains 
at Veta Pass1 in the southwest corner o! the area. Thie 
1tt should be noted that two diatinot passes aoroes 
the mountains are referred to in this report. La Veta 
Pass is ueed by Colorado Highway 160 and is north o! thie 
area. Veta Pass is ueed by the Denver and Rio Grande 
Western Railroad and 1a in the southwest corner o! the Middle Creek area. 
FIGURE 2. Index map of south-central Colo- rado showing location ot Sangre de Oristo 
Range and the Upper Middle Creek area. 
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general region is perhaps beat known because o! the Span- 
ish Peaks and their associated, distinctive, radial pattern 
ot dikes, which are otten pictured in geology textbooks. 
~hese beautiful twin peaks rise abruptly from the sur- 
rounding plain about six miles east ot the mountain front 
and about 15 miles southeast of the Middle Creek area. 
Topography and Drainage 
The topography of the Upper Middle Creek area, as 
ot the entire Sangre de Cristo Range, is typical ot the 
late-youth to early-maturity stage ot development.· There 
is no evidence of glaoial activity, and the valleys gen- 
erally possess detp V-shaped pattern3 in oross-seotion. 
Elevations vary from about 7,500 feet in the northeast 
corner to nearly 10,000 feet at the crest ot the range 
along the western boundary. 
The valley floors ot Middle Creek in Secs. 18 and 
19 T29S-R69W and East Indian Creek in Secs. 5, 8, and 9 
T30S-R69W contain tills ot reoent alluTium as a result 
ot deposition in beaver ponds along theaa streams. The 
alluTium is composed ot reworked sands and gravels from 
b~da which outcrop in the area. 
There are several localities within the Middle Creek 
area in which structural control of atreams is exhibited. 
In at least two inatanoes, streams are divert~d by. a thrust 
tone which forms the eastern boundary ot the Middle Creek 
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area. Ot particular note is a stream which flows north- 
ward in the southern part of Seo. 21 T29S-R69W. The path 
ot this stream ie controlled by the fault zone !or nearl1 
a mile. Another stream, just northwest of Sulphur Springs 
in Seo. 3 T'OS-R69w, tlowe south along this same zone. 
The sharp eaatward bend ot Middle Oreek in Seo. 18 T29S- 
R69W oooure where beds to the south, with attitudes some- 
what less than vertical, steepen to near vertical. Another 
stream heads in Seo. 24 T29S-R70W near the crest of the 
mountains and !lows south into Seo. 25 where it bends 
aharpl7 eastward. Near the eastern aide ot Seo. 25, it 
turns northeastward and then tlowe into Middle Creek. 
The path 3ust outlined ver, closely follows the trace ot 
a thrust tault which will be desoribed below aa a "tenster 
fault." 
Climate, Vegetation, and Animal Life 
The average annual precipitation in the Middle Creek 
area is nearl1 30 inches (Henr,, 19,1, Plate IXVI). Thie 
is in marked contrast to the precipitation in the San 
Luis Valle1 immediately to the wee~, which is lees than 
10 inches annuall7 (Powell, 1958• p. 13). During the 
summer months, afternoon showers are frequent in the moun- 
tains, and heaTJ snow accumulates during the winter aeaaon. 
Vegetation in the area shows definite zoning according 
to altitude. The lower slopes are t7picall7 covered with 
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aorub oak. A few ponderosa pine trees also grow at these 
elevations, particularly on the northern elopes. Above 
8,500 feet, pines and Douglas fir grow in dense stands, 
and these are the dominant feature of the vegetation 
through the upper limits o! elevation in the Middle Creek 
area. Scattered etande o! quaking aspen are found at 
elevations ot 9,000 feet and higher. Grass in eutticient 
quantit1 tor grazing purposes is generall7 limited to the 
beaver meadows along East Indian and Middle Creeks and 
to the crest and western slopes of the mountains. None 
ot the Middle Creek area is above timberline. 
Mule deer are abundant throughout the area. Black 
bears, coyotes, porcupines, ohipmunke, and beavers are 
alao frequently obserTed, and there are oooaaional re- 
ports ot mountain lions in the vicinity. Elk pasture 
in the upper parts of the range during the summer month• 
and ma1 be driven ae low as Middle Creek valle1 by severe 
winter weather. Wild turkeys and ptarmigan are present 
in surprising numbers. 
Eoonomio Aotivit7 
The major eoonomio activity in the area is the 
raieing ot cattle and sheep. Some hey and alfalfa are 
grown in the lowlands, but the mountains themselves pro- 
vide only limited grazing land, During the early part 
of this oenturr, the mining of ooal trom the Cretaoeoua 
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formations exposed in hogbacks eaet of the mountains was 
a rather extensive industry. The coal waa used in the 
iron and steel mills near Pueblo, to which it was hauled 
overland in.mule-drawn wagons. In reoent years, however, 
thie ooal has been oone1dered uneconomical, and the mines 
are now almost completely abandoned. Some small-scale 
lumbering ia carried on, but it is ve?7 limited and ful- 
fills only local ranoh requirements. 
Within the last decade, the hills have been exten- 
eivel7 explored !or uranium, but aside from a few minor 
claims, little ore of oommeroial value has been found. 
Gold, silver, and iron were all !ormerl7 mined in the 
Graybaok Mountain area, which is about three miles west 
ot the summit of La Veta Pase, or about five miles north- 
west of Middle Creek area. Thia activity has dwindled 
to praotioall7 nothing at present, but some ot the local 
residents still pan gold in thie area on Sund87e and 
hol1da7s, and can usuall7 manage to !ind enough colors 
and small nuggets to pay expenses. 
Previous Work 
Remarkably little detailed work has been done on 
the geolog1 ot the Sangre de Cristo Mountains. One 
reason !or this situation ie the general lack o! miner- 
alization in the range. Other regions in Colorado have 
been explored extensively in eearoh of gold, silver, and 
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other metals, and the suooess of these searohes has led 
to more detailed geologio etudy, as well as to the devel- 
opment of roads, acoeasibility, and settlement. The 
Sangre de Cristo Mountains were reconnoitered for gold, 
silver, and other metals during the early history o! 
Colorado, and more reoentlr tor uranium. By and large, 
these efforts have met with little auoceas and, thus, 
the moat powerful motivation for geological study has 
been lacking here. 
The first geological reoonnaissanoe of the area was 
oonduoted as part of the territorial surTeye of F. V. 
Hayden (1877}. F. M. Endlich, of the Hayden partr, exam- 
ined the Sangre de Cristo Mountains in the course of a 
general reconnaiesanoe, and hie work was thus of aver, 
ourso1"1 nature. R. C. Hills (1899, 1900, and 1901} pub- 
lished descriptions of the Elmoro, Walsenburg, and Spanish 
Peaks quadrangles. H.B. Patton.!!!:!• (1910), of the 
Colorado Geologic Surve7, reported on the geolo!7 of the 
Graybaok Mountain mining area in Ooatilla County. The sig- 
nificant study or the Huerfano Park region by Burbank and 
Goddard (1937} remains, however, the only major work con- 
cerning the structure or the Sangre de Crieto Mountains to 
date. The zeugogeoe7noline, in which the Sangre de Cristo 
formation wae deposited, wae described by K. G. Brill, Jr. 
(1952). A preliminary Oil and Gas Investigations Map ot 
the La Veta area was prepared by Johnson and Stephens (1954) 
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ot the United States Geological Survey. More recently, 
L. R. Litsey (1958) published a paper on a portion ot the 
Sangre de Cristo Mountains near Salida, Colorado, about 
90 miles to the north of the Middle Creek area. 
During the past few years, students from several 
universities, including Colorado, Kansas, Michigan, and 
Texas, have examined limited areas ot the range in con- 
nection w1 th postgraduate research programs. One such 
study is the doctoral theaie of Mr. Russell Smith, the 
faculty advisor of the present writer. 
Methods o! Investigation 
During the summer field season ot 1958, outcrops in 
the Middle Creek area were examined. A Brunton oompase 
was used to determine the attitudes of the exposed beds, 
and thee• attitudes were recorded in the field on aerial 
phot·ographa with a scale of 112s,ooo, obtained trom the 
' Soil Conservation Survey. Later, the information was 
transferred to a base map, !or which a Soil Conservation 
Survey drainage map with a scale of lt,l,680 was used. 
Thie map waa reproduced photographioally at one and a 
halt timea its original scale to serve as a final base 
map with a aoale of 1121,050. The Tery limited map 
ooTerage ot the area dictated the uea ot the drainage 
map rather than the more usual topographic eheets. 
Random rock samples were collected to proTide 
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representatiTe epeoimens from the exposed beds. The sam- 
ples were later eeotioned for petrographic study. Inverte- 
brate foesil material was oolleoted from the only outcrop 
ot marine strata in the area. Generally, these fossils 
were poorly preserved and.only a few forms could be as- 
signed, even tentatively, to genera. Diagnostic species 
were entirely lacking. No fossil evidence was found in 
the conglomeratio red-beds of the Middle Creek area. 
No detailed measurement of the entire Sangre de 
Cristo formation was made. The oonglomeratio red-beds 
exposed in the Middle Creek area have been estimated to 
be about 9,500 feet thick (Brill, 1952, p. 821). They 
include numerous faults which sometimes delete and some- 
times repeat parta o! the section. The beds are conti- 
nental in oharaoter and show non-uniform oyclio sedi- 
mentation. Under these conditions and without paleonto- 
logioal evidence, the exact positions of outcrops in the 
sequence are undeterminable. Therefore, detailed descrip- 
tions o! the lithologiee were noted. 
All field information and petrographic data were 
oritically reviewed and analyzed, and a geologic history 
ot the area was prepared. 
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STRATIGRAPHY 
Regional Considerations 
A considerable aura of confusion surrounds the nomen- 
clature used to identify the sedimentary sequence exposed 
in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains. This is particularl7 
true of the red-beds, which form most of the outcrops ot 
the Middle Creek area. 
Hille (1899, p. l) used the name "Sangre de Cristo 
conglomerate" to refer to the thick sequence of Upper 
Carboniferous strata exposed in this general area. Al- 
though Hills gave no exact definition of these beds, he 
did mention in a later work (1900, p. 1) that the7 con- 
tained Upper Carboniferous fauna and flora. The red-beds 
themselves are apparently devoid of any fossil material 
in the Middle Creek area. Because of the reference to 
Upper Carboniferous fauna and flora, some authors have 
concluded that Hille intended to include in his Sangre 
de Cristo formation the marine shales and limestones 
which immediately underlie the main mass of red-beds. 
Melton (1925, P• 812), in an attempt to eliminate 
the confusion in nomenolature, named two members of the 
Sangre de Cristo formations 
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A eeriee of black limestones and shales, con- 
taining marine fossils of Fennaylvanian age, is 
present 1n the bottom part of the formation, inter- 
bedded with the coarse arkoses and mioaceous shales 
o! continental origin. So far as known, its maximum 
thickness, 2,100 feet, is found at Placer, near La 
Veta Faes, Colorado, and from this exposure it has 
been named by the writer the Veta Fass limestone member of the Lower Sangre de Cristo conglomerate. 
The largest bowlders in the Upper Sangre de Cristo conglomerate have a diameter of about 8 feet, 
but this extreme coarseness, even though it is a 
Tery prominent feature near Crestone, is, neverthe- 
less, only of local development, and in both direc- 
tions along the range the upper series becomes 
thinner and finer in grain. For this reason the 
coarse oonglomeratio series has been named by the 
writer the Creetone conglomerate phase of the Upper Sangre de Cristo conglomerate. 
The appropriateness of the term "Veta Pass limestone 
member" is questionable, einoe the beds concerned are 
exposed not in Veta Pass but in La Veta Pass. Perhaps 
this contusion arose trom the tact that a distinction 
between the names ot the two passes has only recently 
- 
been established, and the names "Veta Pase" and/or •La 
.Veta Pass" have been applied at various times in the 
past to both of these passes. 
»rill (1952, P• 819) considered the Veta Pass lime- 
stone member of Melton to be the equiTalent of his own 
Whiskey Creek Pa~s member of the Madera formation, which 
he correlated with the Jacque Mountain limestone member 
ot the Minturn formation farther to the north. The 
Madera formation was tiret defined by Keyes (1903, p. 339) 
and the Minturn formation by Tweto (1949, p. 190). »rill 
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aleo redefined the term •sangre de Cristo formation" and 
restricted it to "the Fermo-Pennsylvanian strata that 
overlie the Whiskey Creek Pass limestone or its equiva- 
lent" (1952, p. 821). He reported ootylosaurian and 
pelyoosaurian remains !rom similar oonglomeratio red-beds 
in the Arkansas River area (1952, p. 822). 
Others have suggested that the lower marine beds 
and the u~per red-beds be referred to simply as the 
"Upper• and •Lower" members of the Sangre de Cristo 
formation. Thia would probably be the most conservative 
line to follow in view ot our present limited knowledge 
concerning these beds. Thie results, however, in a 
eomewhat cumbersome terminology. Since the two members 
represent two distinct lithologiee - one continental and 
one marine - it seems advisable to the writer that a more 
definite distinction be made in their nomenclature. 
Melton's terms for the two members ot the Sangre de 
Oristo !ormation will be used in this report - in a 
elightl7 moditied form eliminating the reterenoe to 
lithologiee. Although the upper red-beds are not true 
conglomerates in the Middle Creek area, Melton recognized 
this possibility in hie definition of the "Crestone con- 
glomerate phase." 
Estimates ot the thickness of the Sangre de Cristo 
formation in the general region including Middle Creek 
haTe ranged from 8,000 to 13,000 !eet. Brill (1952, P• 821) 
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gave a figure of 9,500 feet for the thickness exposed 
east or Wh:i.skey Creek Pass, about 15 miles south of the 
Middle Creek area. Ross B. Johnson, of the United States 
Geological Survey, informed the present author, however, 
that Brill unknowingly measured his thickness through an 
ant1oline (1958, personal communication) and therefore 
a somewhat leaser thickness may be more nearly correct. 
Sangre de Cristo Formation 
~~Member. Thia member ie partially exposed 
in the northwestern corner of the Middle Creek area, in 
the region of the headwaters of Idlewild Creek. Here 
an east-plunging anticline is eroded by Idlewild Creek, 
which !lows nearly along the fold axia1 150 feet o! 
shales and limestones o! the Veta Fass member is exposed. 
The beds are alternating marine limestone,e and shales, 
both of which contain abundant feldspar and mica. The 
description of this measured outcrop is given in the 
appendix. 
The limestones are generally very coarsely crystal- 
line as a result of extensive recrystallization, and 
might best be deeoribed aa low-grade marble. Marine 
invertebrate fossils are tound in these beds, but because 
of the recrystallization of the calcite, most specimens 
are poorly preserved. No diagnostic species were iden- 
tified which might indicate a definite age for this part 
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of the Sangre de Cristo formation. Strictly on the 
basis of the evidence found by the author in the Upper 
Middle Creek area, no more exaot date than "Upper Car- 
boniferous" can be assigned to the Sangre de Cristo 
formation. 
The argillaceous limestones contain clay, silt, and 
mioa ae impurities. Most ot the mica identified was 
secondary phlogopite. although some primary muscovite 
and biotite fragments were also present. Sub-angular 
to eub-rounded2 grains o! quartz and feldspar were also 
found, the latter mostly miorooline and plagioolase. 
Individual crystals of calcite range up to about five 
millimeters in length, with the aTerage being closer to 
three millimeters. The limestone is typically massive 
and dark bluish-gray, weathering to light brown on the 
sur!aoe. Rectangular jointing ie common in these beds. 
Oontaots with the shales are usually sharp. 
The shales are dull gray in color and contain mica 
and feldspar similar to those described in the limestones. 
They are usually limy and frequently include veins ot 
secondary oaloite. Limonite staining is common. 
Weathered surtaoes usually present a orumbl7 appear- 
ance. The surface colors are lighter than those of the 
limestones, dus primarily to the greater abundance ot 
2Acoording to Pettijohn'e classification. 
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limonite. The shales are largely unfoesiliferous. 
The contact between the two members of the Sangre 
de Cristo formation ie transitional. The percentage ot 
olaetic beds, the feldspar content, and the amount and 
coarseness of the olaetios all increase upward into 
typical beds of the Crestone member. Conversely, the 
amount ot limestone, the number of toasile, and the 
typical marine charaoter of the sediments all increase 
downward into typical beds of the Veta Pass member. The 
oolor ot the sediments grades upward from dull grays, 
blacks and bluish-grays, through lighter grays and browns, 
to light reds and pinks. 
Crestone Member. Thia member makes up nearly all 
ot the rook exposures within the Middle Creek area and, 
through its red coloring, is responsible for the descrip- 
tive, if somewhat dramatic, name o! the mountain range. 
It is composed essentially ot one main lithology and two 
minor ones. The most prominent type is the red, con- 
glomeratio sandstone. The two minor lithologiea are 
both lacustrine. one composed ot siltatonee and tine- 
grained sandstones, the other Of fresh-water limestone. 
An accurate measurement ot this member has not been 
made because numerous faults are present, oaueing fre- 
quent omission or repetition o! parts of the section. 
The absence ot marker beds, the lack ot diagnostic 
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paleontologioal evidence, and the complicated faulting 
ot beds make it unlikely that the true .thickness of this 
member will ever be determined in the Middle Creek area. 
The general lithology does not !it Melton's description 
ot the type eeotion of the "Crestone conglomerate phase,• 
since for the most part, these beds are not true oon- 
glomerates. As has been noted above, Melton recognized 
this situation and so the name has been retained in 
this report. 
The red-beds which typify the Crestone member in 
the Middle Oreek area are composed ot sandstones and 
siltstonee of various shades ot red. The coloring is 
derived principally from feldspars, but also in some 
measure from hematite and turgite staining in the olay 
matrix which serves as a binder for the grains. Although 
these beds have repeatedly been deeoribed as conglomer- 
ates in other areas, the writer found true conglomerates 
to be rare in the Upper Middle Creek area. In a very 
general way, both th6 percentage of pebbles and oobbles3 
in the sandstones and their size increase upward in the 
section. The largest cobbles observed in the Crestone 
member were about 10 inches in length. At only two lo- 
calities did the percentage ot pebbles reach as high as 
50 per cent. 
'This and all other references to size of elastic particles are based on Wentworth's grade scale. 
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Much more common than conglomerates are.the lithified 
equivalents of what Lugn (1927, p. 98) termed "pudding 
eande"4 - lenses of arose-bedded sandstones sprinkled 
rather sparsely with pebbles more or less at random. 
Their origin is discussed by Lugn (1927, pp. 98-99), and 
only their implications regarding the depositional envi- 
ronment of the sandstones will be considered in this 
paper. Moet or the sandstones observed in the field were 
of this generBl type, although the density of pebbles 
scattered through them varied within rather wide limits. 
The sandstones and eiltstones which m~e up the 
larger part ot the Crestone member are typically tor- 
rentially cross-bedded lenses of very local extent. 
Few individual units attain a thickness of more than 30 
to 40 feet, and even the thickest ones can rarely be 
traced directly from one outcrop to another. Rather, 
there appear to be zones in the sequence which are ohar- 
aoterized by concentrations of massive, cross-bedded 
lenses o! oonglomeratio sandstone, alternating both 
laterally and vertioally with better sorted siltstones. 
(See 11g. 3.) Individual beds ot these eandstones are · 
quite massive and resistant to erosion. In places where 
the attitudes are near vertical, these beds stand up in 
prominent ridges, often up to 25 !eet high. They 
4The term "pudding sand" should not be oonfuaed with 
the term "pudding stone" which is a synonym !or conglom- erate. 
FIGURE 3. Vie facing north toward hillside 
in Sec. 20 T29S-R69W, showing zone of massive, cross-bedded, arkoaic sandstones. Less re- 
sistant ailtstones are poorly exposed betwQen 
the sandstone ridges 
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frequently weather with a pitted surface. Where the beds 
are exposed in vertical ridges, oliff swallows often make 
their nests in the pits. When exposed in nearly hori- 
zontal attitudes, the pits on the surface capture rain 
water which provides many of the small animals ot the 
area with drinking water. 
The color o! the beds is due in large part to pink 
feldspars. Hematite and turgite color the clay matrix 
in varying degrees in dit!erent localities, but usually 
the color .imparted by these agents is second in impor- 
tance to that contributed by the feldspars. Elsewhere 
in the Sangre da Cristo Mountains, iron-staining plays 
a much more important role in the color of the sediments. 
At·two road-cuts along the Denver and Rio Grande 
Western railway which winds through part of the area, 
there are exposed sequenoee of evenly-bedded, well-sorted 
siltstones and fine sandstones, which this author has 
onlled laoustrine silts. Undoubtedly, there are many 
other euoh sequences ot rocks in the area, but since they 
are generally unresistant to erosion, they are difficult 
to recognize except where they have been arti!ioally ex- 
posed. Croes-bedding in these sediments is rare. 
The color of the laouetrine silts ranges !rom dark 
red to maroon. The fine-grained sandstones are thicker 
and more massive than the siltstonea, and also a little 
lighter in color. The eiltstones are very mioaoeous, 
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with a predominance of muscovite but with biotite also 
present. Both types o! beds are arkoeic. Frequent 
streaks ot light bluish-green coloring oocur in the 
maroon silts. Any individual streak, while confined to 
a single layer, shows complete disregard !or bedding 
plane directions within that layer. The pattern ot the 
streaks, together with the pattern of the red silts in 
the same layer, is one of crenulation. It is thought 
that these streaks are the result of circulating ground 
water which caused reduction ot some of the terrio ions 
to !erroue ions. This reduction must have taken place 
after deposition ot the bede but before deformation. 
During deformation, the competent beds on either side 
of the weak silts slid past each other, using the incom- 
petent silt layer as a gliding surface. The crenulated 
pattern, then, is the result of plastic flow in the 
silt layer during orogenesia. 
Several of the siltstone layers contain zones of 
limy conoretionary bodies. These nodular oonoretione 
are typically about two to four inches long and some- 
what cylindrical in ehape. They oonsist o! impure lime- 
stone mixed with significant amounts of pale red and 
green clays, and occur only in the deep maroon, very 
mioaoeoua silts. They are generally lighter in color 
than the surrounding silts, although occasionally the 
red clay gives them a darker color. In some, veins ot 
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seoondary calcite are present. 
These beds are cut by many small faults with dis- 
plaoementa ot a few inches to a tew feet. Such faults 
are probably present throughout the Crestone member, but 
beoause of the non-uniformity or bedding in moat of the 
member, these minor features are recognizable only in 
the laoustrine silts. 
The laoustrine siltstones and fine sandstones are 
limited in both lateral and vertical extent. or the two 
exposures observed, the thicker one was about 50 feet 
thick and had a lateral extent of not more than one 
quarter of a mile. These beds were deposited in local, 
short-lived, stream-fed lakes which must have dotted the 
the depositional surface. The streams which fed these 
lakes were probably intermittent, since a:ny stream 
flowing over euoh a surface or loose sand and silt must 
have carried a heavy load of sediment and yet the la- 
custrine silts and sands show definite signs of reworking 
and sorting, 1ndioating periods ot non-deposition. 
Another type o! lacustrine deposit found throughout 
the Crestone member is fresh-water limestone. The lat- 
eral and vertical extent o! these lenses is also quite 
limited. The thickest individual lens observed was 
abou~ one and a half feet thick and not more than 100 
yards in length. At one looality, a considerable zone 
of development o! these fresh-water limestones was found. 
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Thie was on and near the crest of the high hill east ot 
Veta Pass in Seo. 31 T29S-R69W, where some 15 to 20 thin 
limestone beds ooour, closely interbedded with eiltstones. 
Since the limestones are more resistan~ to weathering 
than the weakly consolidated sandstones and siltstones, 
this particular peak has remained eigni!ioantly higher 
than the neighboring hills• The attitude of the lime- 
stone beds in this one location is nearly horizontal. 
Elsewhere, the observed outcrops o! similar beds exhibit 
eignitioant dips. In the tilted beds, jointing in the 
limestones is quite pronounced, and weathering along 
the joints prevents the beds from being strong ridges. 
Except in the one instance described above, the 
!resh-water limestones typically occur as single, ir- 
regular lenses. Usually they are dark bluish-gray and 
coarsely crystalline. The hand lens reveals their silty 
and micaoeous nature, and small veins ot secondary calcite 
appear strikingly white against the dark ground mass. 
Oooasionally, the silt is euttiaiently abundant to give 
the limestones a reddish color, much the same ae the sur- 
rounding sediments. 
The upper and lower surfaces ot the beds are quite 
irregular and the edges ehow marked but irregular con- 
tact with the silts. Upon weathering, the outcrops torm 
low ridges with a light gray surface. Cobbles ot the 
weathered limestones were found in nearly every part of 
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the area. although outcrops were rare. 
The feldspars in the Crestone member. as in the Veta 
Faes member, are chiefly microoline, but with significant 
amounts of plagioolase. Orthoclase feldspar seems to be 
rare. Mica is also common in these beds. the tiner sand- 
stones and siltstones having the largest percentage of 
mioa. Both muscovite and biotite were identified• al- 
though muscovite predominates. Occasional pebbles a.nd 
cobbles ot white vein quartz are also present. 
IGNEOUS ACTIVITY 
Igneous aotivity in the Middle Creek area 1e demon- 
strated by several dikes and sills ot both basio and 
aoidio composition. Although some ten outorops ot igneous 
rook were observed• this is less evidence than might be 
expeoted in view of the close proximity to tocal points 
of intensive intrusion auch as Spanish Peaks, Mount 
Mestas, and Dike Mountain. Paradoxically, beyond the 
main thrust tault to the east, the incidence of intru- 
sives is eignitioantly higher. The explanation of this 
will be discussed later. 
The acidic sills are restricted to, or closely 
associated with, the major thrust zone and are vertical 
or nearly so. North ot the Middle Creek area, along 
U.S. Highway 160, Johnson and Stephens (1954) mapped an 
aoidio sill, which they called a miorogranite. At this 
exposure, the sill is intruded directly in the sole of 
the thrust. In Seo. 34 f29S-R69W and crossing Oak Creek 
about 800 yards east of the main thrust, a similar sill 
is exposed. Thie intrusive is contained entirely within 
the Cretaoeous sedimenta. Thia second exposure indicates 
that the aoidic intrusions cannot strictly be interpreted 
as sole injections, as suggested by Johnson and Stephens, 
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although their aaeooiation with the main thrust is 
clearly evident. 
Thin seotiona from the Oak Creek intrusive were 
examined with the petrographic microscope. but the rocks 
were so tine-grained that their composition could not 
be determined. Megascopioally, they are light tan in 
color and have a porphyritic texture with phenooryets 
of quartz about one millimeter in length. It cannot be 
said that these sills are not composed ot miorogranite, 
but since their exact composition cannot be established, 
it seems more advisable to give them a more general name 
such as fine-grained rhyolitic porphyr1. 
Only two basio intrusives were observed in the 
thrust zone. One is in Seo. 16 T29S-R69W, just north 
ot Middle Creek road. Thie sill is poorly exposed, but 
apparently was intruded direotly in the main thrust 
plane. The second intrusive is exposed along the rail- 
road in Seo. 21 T29S-R69W. (See Figs. 4 and 5.) One 
ot several off-set tear faults along the main thrust 
ooours at this point, and the dike crosses the fault at 
nearly right angles. A peculiar combination of weathering 
and Jointing of the dike was observed. The joints are 
spaced about ten inches apart and are nearly cubio in 
arrangement. Weathering and extoliation along these 
joints haa resulted in spherical balls with diameters of 
about eight to ten inches. 
FIGURE 4. Basic igneous dike 
which crosses main thrust fault 
in Sec. 21 T29S-R69W. Note the 
rectangular jointing in the dike 
and the nearly spherical balls 
which weather out as a result. 
FIGURE 5. Basia igneous dike at main fault 
(same as Fig. 4). Note especially the dark 
red to maroon silts typical of the fault zone. 
Light streaks are postdepositional zones of 
iron reduction which have been deformed into 
crenulated patterns. 
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Other basic dikes occur in the Middle Creek area, 
and most have a general northwest-southeast trend. Rec- 
tangular jointing characterizes these dikes and frequently 
is eo well developed as to give a "brick-wall" appearance 
to the dikes when viewed from a distance. Johnson and 
Stephens (1954) reported dikes with this g~naral trend 
and, in addition. mentioned a second set with a northeast- 
southwest trend. Evidence of this second trend was found 
west o! Sulphur Springs in Sec. 4 T30S-R69W, just north 
of East Indian Creek. In addition to having a different 
trend from the majority of the dikes, these intrusives 
are of a slightly different mineralogio composition. 
Allot the basio dikes observed were a.mygdaloidal 
basalts. and individual oryetal components ·were difficult 
to identity under the microscope. Drown hornblende was 
1dent1!1ed in several thin aeotions. Opal fills some of 
the e.mygdulee and most of the others are filled with un- 
identified zeolitee. 
At only one ex1•oaure was any ovieienoe or contact 
metamorphism noted. Along the dike exposed ir. Seo. '2 
T29S-R69W, there ia a narrow, eix-inoh zone of thermal 
metamorphism which haa resulted in iron enrichment. No 
other ef!eots ot metamorphism were observed here or at 
any or the other dikes. From these observations, it is 
deduced that the dikes were intruded at low temperatures 
and with little or no accompanying solutions. 
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A few pebbles and cobbles or barite were found scat- 
tered about the slope between the railroad and the main 
thrust in Seo. 16 T29S-R69W. The exposure of the barite- 
bearing vein was not founds no barite, however, was found 
above the railroad. 
Along the trail above Idlewild Creek in the north- 
east corner o! Seo. 13 ~29S-R70W, a zone o! malachite 
ooourenoe was found in the sandstone. The source of the 
copper was not determined, but the site was interpreted 
as being the result of eeoondar1 solutions moving along 
a thrust plane. 
STRUCTURE 
Faulting 
The etruotural grain of the Middle Creek area, as 
throughout the Sangre de Cristo Mountains, is northwest- 
eoutheast. A quick glance at the trace of the main 
thrust shows this direction quite well. 
In the field, the poeition ot the main thrust fault 
is easily discernible. There is an abrupt change from 
the dull browns and grays of the Cretaceous sediments 
east ot the fault to the relatively rich reds o! the 
Sangre de Cristo formation on the west. Thus, even 
where the fault is covered, this sharp contrast in color 
allows it to be accurately located. Geomorphically, the 
fault zone is marked by a well-developed strike valley, 
which is readily identifiable on aerial photographs. 
The thrust is broken in many places by short, en 
echelon, tear faults which displace the northern blocks 
farther to the east. They are small features, and their 
recognition is sometimes tenuous since the7 are seldom 
expressed in the near-by Cretaoeous hogbacks. The tear. 
fault in the oenter of Seo. 21~29S-R69W1s the only 
one observed in the Middle Creek area which affects the 
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Oretaoeous beds; here the displacement of the hogback is 
about 100 yards. 
Igneous intrusions assooiated with this thrust zone 
have been discussed above. 
All along its traoe, the fault appears to be a zone 
rather than a single plane. In the northern part of the 
area, the zone and aesooiated valley are about 100 yarde 
wide. Just south of the tear fault in Seo. 21 !29S-R69W, 
the valley narrows abruptly to lees than 50 yarde. Far- 
ther to the south, the valley widens to about 400 yards 
in the vicinity ot Sulphur Springe. 
Near Oak Creek in Seo. 28 T29S-R69W, several bedding- 
plane thrusts appear to split of! from the main thrust 
and continue southward into the overturned beds in this 
area. Only two of these faults are shown on the accom- 
panying map, but these should be regarded as representa- 
tive of zones ot thrusting rather than discrete faults. 
Gouge and slickensides are present throughout this area. 
This is the only instance of imbrication observed along 
the main thrust. The area just west and north ot Sulphur 
Springs is also the only area in which overturning ot 
the eediments is extensive. Both the imbrioate structure 
and the overturned bede indicate that this is one of the 
areae of most intense deformation. The reason for this 
situation is not clear, but it appears that here the 
Cretaceous beds ottered more resistance than they did 
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farther north. The increased resistance to thrust forces 
resulted in more intense deformation o! both the Sangre 
de Cristo formation and of the Cretaceous beds, for just 
east ot Sulphur Springs, the Dakota e~dstone is also 
overturned and dips 50• to the west. 
In the strike valley developed on the main thrust 
zone in the vicinity o! Sulphur Springs, the beds have 
been mapped by Johnson and Stephens (1954) as Morrison 
formation o! Jurassic age, In the text accompanying 
their map, Johnson and Stephens do not give the oriteria 
used in identifying this exposure as Morrison. Personal 
conversation with Johnson in the field (1958) disoloeed 
that this identification was baaed solely on the litho- 
logio appearance o! the beds - particularly the variegated 
red and green coloring. From observations of this and 
other exposures along the main thrust, it appears that 
the red coloring in these beds is typically Sangre de 
Cristo and is similar to the dark reds of the fine-grained, 
well-sorted eiltetonee. The green streaks appear to be 
secondary features, !ormed after deposition. Thus, the 
beds are not variegated, but are red with orenulated 
streaks of light green. Jo:hnson and Stephens state that 
elsewhere the Morrison has been squeezed out by the thrust. 
It seems odd that here, where intense deformation ie so 
much in evidence, the Morrison should not be absent for 
the same reason. It is the opinion of this writer that 
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these beds are part of the thrust zone and are, therefore, 
a part or the Sangre de Cristo formation. 
In the northwestern corner of the Middle Creek area, 
another major thrust fault has been mapped. The evidence 
tor this feature is as follows. Just east of the crest 
or the range, in Secs. l' and 24 T29S-R70W, there is a 
persistent escarpment. To the west of the escarpment, 
\ the attitudes of the beds are very uniform, with strikes 
ot about N70°W and dips of 2° to 15° southw~st. To the 
east of the escarpment, the attitudes ot the exposed beds 
show no distinct pattern and di!ter markedly from the 
attitudes of the beds to the west. The esoarpment bends 
east in Seo. 25 T29S-R70W and then northeast to disappear 
in the northwest corner or Seo. 'O T29S-R69W. To the 
south o! the well-developed scarp in this area, a well 
detined anticlinal nose is present. To the north, the 
beds again show no integrated relationship to those on 
the south. 
The eastern limit of the fault 1e less vell defined, 
but the change from the beds on the west, whioh show no 
definite uniformity, to those on the east, which show 
remarkable consisteno1 in strike and dip, is easily ob- 
served. The oha.nge occurs just west ot Middle Creek and 
ia shown on the map. The northeastern and northern 
traces ot the fault were not identified in ths field 
and are shown with a dashed line on the map. The point 
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where the inferred trace of the fault crosses Idlewild 
Creek road is the location or the zone ot malachite 
ocourence. The dips of the beds in exposures on either 
side of this zone also show an abrupt change. 
The trace of the fault juet described delineates a 
fenster within which beds of the lower plate have been 
exposed by erosion ot the upper plate. It is also 
within the tenster that beds of the Veta Pass member 
are exposed. lrom the oross-seotion A-A', it can be 
seen that the thrust emerges just east of the crest or 
the range, and disappears again underground just west 
ot Middle Creek. Whether or not this is the same fault 
or merely a subsidiary to the main thrust is, or course, 
conjectural. It would seem, however, that it must con- 
nect with the main fault in soma way. O! neceasit1, the 
fenster fault would have to emerge again from undergrounds 
the simplest way for this to ooour is for the fault to 
continua into the main thrust. 
Folding 
There are three well-defined anticlines in the Middle 
Oreek area. One has been mentioned above in connection 
with the fenster. The northern-most exposure of this 
anticline is in Seo. 25 T29S-R70W. From this point, the 
anticline plunges to the southwest toward Veta Pass 
where its delineation becomes difficult. 
A eeoond anticline crosses Middle Oreek in the 
west-central portion of Seo. 16 T29S-R69W and plunges 
steeply to the south-southwest. The beds in this asym- 
metric anticline are tightly folded, and the cre~t is 
quite sharp. The recognition of the told is lost beyond 
the southwest corner ot Seo. 16. 
The third anticline is a much broader and longer 
struoture than the other two. It extends southeastward 
from Seo. 20 T29S-R69W and crosses East Indian Creek in 
Seo. 9 T30S-R69w. To the north, the fold is lost where 
it runs into the nearly vertical beds in the Tioinity 
of the junoture o! Secs. 17, 18, 19, and 20 T29S-R69W. 
The northern part of the fold is nearly symmetrical, 
but toward the south the eastern limb steepens appreoi- 
abli and the !old takes on the aspeot of a monoolinal 
flexure. This anticline is beautifully exposed in 
oroes-seotion along East Indian Creek. (See 11g. 6.) 
At least two poorly defined antiolinal struoturee 
are exposed within the fenster area. These are in Seoe. 
13 and 24 T29S-R70W. Another anticline is exposed in 
the southwest corner ot Seo. 12 T29S-R70W. Thie is the 
structure previously described as having been formed in 
beds of the Veta Pass member. It plunges steeply to the 
southeast. It appears to be nearly eymmatrioal in form, 
although ita southwest limb is covered with float ma- 
terial and oan.not be reoognized outside o! the small 
FIGURE 6. Asymmetrical anticline exposed 
along East Indian Oreek in Secs. 3 and 4 
T30S-R69W. View is toward the very gentle 
west limb ·a thin 100 yards east of point 
where picture was taken, the beds are verti- 
cal to overturned. 
gorge of Idlewild Creek. The crest of the anticline is 
well exposed and shows that the beds are very tightly 
folded. 
Only two well-defined synolines were found in the 
Middle Creek area. One enters the area from the north- 
west near the junction of Idlewild and Middle Creeks, 
and plunges southeastward. This syncline ie broken by 
a fault which runs nearly along its axis and which ap- 
pears to have diaplaoed the eastern limb upward relative 
to the western limb. Recognition ot the structure is 
not possible south of the center o! Seo. 20 T29S-R69W. 
The other eynoline roughly parallels the large, 
broad anticline, both in gentleness of form and in 
strike ot the atruotural axis. In Seo. 32 T29S-R69W, 
it is a broad, shallow feature, but the dip on the.limbs 
increases northward until, like the anticline, the struc- 
ture is lost in the nearly vertical beds in the northeast 
quarter of Seo. 19 T29S-R69W. 
Within the fenster, two or possibly three poorly de- 
fined synclinal structures are present. These etruoturee, 
as well as the anticlines in Secs. 13 and 24 T29S-R70W, 
show northwest-southeast trends. 
Bedding-plane faults in the Crestone member are 
probabl1 quite numerous, although their exact positions 
are difficult to determine. Sliokensides on bedding 
planes are found in nearly every part o! the Middle Creek 
area. They are partioularly numerous in those areas 
where the beds are vertical or overturned. Gouge was 
found throughout the eastern halves of Seo.'' T29S-R69W 
and Sec. 4 T30S-R69W. 
The fault which nearly ooinoidee with the syncline 
in Seas. 17 and 20 T29S-R69W has been discussed above. 
This !ault passes into a bedding-plane fault in the 
southwest corner of Seo. 21 T29S-R69W and its exaot 
trace ie lost. 
Another fault is shown branohing off from one o! 
the thrust faults in Seo. 4 T'OS-R69W. This fault con- 
tinues north. turns northwest, and is finally lost in 
Seo. 29 T29S-R69W. Like the secondary thrusts which 
branch off from the main thrust. this fault ehould be 
considered a eone of !aulting1 its trace ehows the gen- 
eral strike of a series of faults in this area. 
In marked contrast to the rest o! the Middle Creek 
area, the eouth-oentral and southwest portions o! the 
area ehow much less intensive deformation. No faults 
were identified in this area, and etruotural features 
are charaoterized by slight dips of the beds. (See 
orose-seotion B-B'.) How !ar south this trend continues 
oould not be determined, but it would appear that the 
structure immediately south of the Upper Middle Creek 
area may well be much less complicated. 
GEOLOGIC HISTORY 
Regional Oonsiderations 
Brill (1952, PP• 812-823) deaoribed the trough in 
which the Sangre de Cristo formation was deposited as a 
zeugogeoeynoline in the sense o! Kay's terminology, and 
suggested that it was unique in that it was bordered by 
highlands on either side. Eardley (1951, pp. 230-233) 
in discussing this same feature used the name, Central 
Colorado Basin. Brill (1952, P• 810) estimated that, 
during the Deamoinian epoch ot middle Pennsylvanian 
time, the trough wae nearly 400 miles long and extended 
from Moffat County, Colorado, in the north to Santa Fe 
County, New Mexico, in the south. It is interesting to 
note that Brill reported that the narrowest part o! the 
basin was in the general vicinit7 of the Middle Creek 
area. In speaking of the bordering highlands, Eardley 
(1951, pp. 230-233) called those to the west, the 
Uncompahgre- San Luis Range, and those to the east, the 
Colorado Range. He showed (p. 207, fig. 120) that the 
Uncompahgre- San Luis Range extended !rem north-central 
New Mexico to northeastern Utah, and the Colorado Range 
from northeastern New Mexico to central Colorado. 
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These ancient uplifts are part of the elements which 
have been called the "Ancestral Rookies" by various 
authors. Some authorities question the appropriateness 
of this term, but its validity can perhaps be better 
established 1! the structures are examined in the light 
of R. T. Chamberlin's theory (1940, P• 678) concerning 
the control of structures in the Bighorn area of Wyoming. 
Chamberlin suggested that the position of the Wyo- 
ming Rockies is controlled by pre-existing weaknesses 
in the basement complex and that these weaknesses are 
inherited from the Precambrian era. I! such ancient 
zones of sialio weakness did exist during the late 
Faleozoio, then they could be expected to play a promi- 
nent role in any subsequent deformation. In the case 
of the teotonio features under consideration, these 
weaknesses may well have delineated the "Ancestral 
Rockies" and their accompanying basins, i.e., the Cen- 
tral Colorado basin and the Paradox basin, as well as 
the later Laramide structures. Along this line ot 
reasoning, the late Faleozoio structures ma1 be thought 
ot as incipient Laramide structures. 
B1 applying Chamberlin'e ideas to southern Colorado 
in late Faleozoio time, it can be inferred that the 
trough in which the Sangre de Cristo formation was de- 
posited probabl1 resembled the later Cenozoic inter- 
montane basins of Wyoming and Colorado. One ditferenoe 
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which might be noted ia the unusually long and narrow 
shape of the Colorado trough in Sangre de Cristo time 
as compared with the more nearly equidimensional basins 
of Cenozoic time. 
The general age of the Unoompahgre- San Luis uplift 
and related structures has been fairly well established 
(Brill, 1952), although the paucity ot good index fossils 
in the critical sediments precludes an exact age determi- 
nation. Lovering (1933, P• 10) reported that Mississip- 
pian seas probably spread over the sites of the later 
uplifts, depositing pure limestones which show no litho- 
logic changes aa they approach the highlands. This was 
followed by uplift and trunoation before deposition o! 
Pennsylvanian and Fermian strata, as is shown by the 
overlap of these beds onto Precambrian rocks. The 
gradual increase in coarseness o! the orogenio sediments 
- the Sangre de Cristo formation - indicates that the 
uplift was eesentiall1 contemporaneous with the depoei- 
tion of these beds. 
During ita early hietor;y. the Central Colorado basin 
contained a marine seaway. It wae in this sea that the 
limestones and marine shales or the Veta Pass member were 
deposited. The arkosic and micaoeous nature of the lime- 
stones and silts show that the San Luis Range was already 
in at least partial relief. As the basin filled, the 
sea occupying the Colorado trough was drained and the 
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deposition of the continental Crestone member began. 
As the mountains rose higher, deltas spread out into 
the basin and a thick sequenoe of torrentially oross- 
bedded silts and sands was deposited. Lakes occasionally 
appeared on the surface, and some of these peraiated for 
soma time, as demonstrated by the lenses of fresh-water 
limestones. M. K. Elias (1959, personal communication) 
offered the opinion that the limestones were largely 
the result of organic activity. While there are no 
quantitative data on rates of aocumulation of limestone 
under suoh conditions, it is generally agreed among moat 
geologists that the aooumulation is probably quite slow. 
The lakes were probably no~ fed by inflowing streams, 
sinoe it is certain that euoh streams in this area would 
have carried a considerable load of eedimGnt and the 
deposition of this sediment in the lakes would have 
masked the limestone deposition. The existence of the 
lakes euggeste that the water table under the deltas 
was close to the ground surface and the lakes occurred 
in low places where the water table outcropped. A simi- 
lar situation is present today in the sandhill lakes o! 
western Nebraska. 
Other lakes did have streams flowing into them, 
bringing silts and fine sand which were deposited to 
form the lacuetrine silts described above. 
The "pudding sandstones" that are so common in 
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these deltaio deposits indioate that the streams carrying 
the sediment were generally rather sluggish, but with 
periodic, perhaps seasonal, times ot flood. The stream 
conditions necessary for the deposition of euoh pudding 
sands have been dieoussed by Lugn (1927, PP• 98-99). 
Other types o! river deposits described by Lugn and 
named "channel sands" and "lag concentrates" were also 
identified in the Crestone member, although their oo- 
ourenoe is not as important quantitatively as that of 
the pudding sands. 
Krynine (1949) has shown that arkoees can form under 
moist, humid conditions, provided that the annual rain- 
fall is quite heavy and torrential. He suggested that 
heavy rain in areas of high relief results in landslides 
which cut into the only slightly altered bedrock, removing 
much fresh material to the canyon floors. There, the 
fast flowing streams aoquire the arkosio material as 
part of their load and transport it out of the mountains 
to eitee ot deposition. If the period ot transportation 
is ehort, the resulting deposits accumulate so quickly 
that feldspar and other easily weathered material are 
buried before decomposition oan af!eot them. 
Such climatic conditions oan be envisaged for the 
time of deposition of the Sangre de Cristo formation. 
Late Paleozoic glaciation in the Southern Hemisphere 
has long been established, although the exaot time and 
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extent ie still controversial. Allowing the general fact 
ot glaciation during the approximate time of Sangre de 
Crieto deposition, the oonolusion is reached that this 
was a time of heavy rainfall or precipitation over much 
o! the world. Sinoe the area to the west ot the 
Uncompahgre- San Luis uplift was relatively featureless, 
the moisture-laden air blowing !rom the west would rise, 
be cooled, and release much of ite moisture over the 
mountains. The precipitation might well have been con- 
fined largely to the mountains themselves, with little 
rain falling on either side. The Colorado basin would 
have been in the rain-shadow o! the mountains and might 
thus have achieved semi-arid conditions, further pre- 
serving the arkosee washed down from the hills. A 
strikingly similar situation occurs in this same area 
today. Precipitation in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains 
is much heavier than in the San Luis valley on the west 
or in the plains to the east. The general absence o! 
anhydrite and other evaporites in the lacustrine de- 
posits of the Sa.ngre de Cristo formation oerta1nly shows 
that these beds were not deposited under extremely arid 
conditions. 
With the filling of the Colorado basin and the reduc- 
tion ot the San Luis Range to what must have been near 
peneplaination, the area became graded, neither receiving 
much sediment nor being deeply eroded. No upper Permian 
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or Triassic beds have been reported from this area. 
Beginning in Jurassic time and continuing through most 
of the Cretaceous, the area again received sediments. 
- These deposits were fine-grained sands, silts, and 
shales, which were derived from the far west in the 
general area of the present state of Utah. During 
this time o! quiescence, the oonditions neoessa17 for 
limestone deposition were achieved at least twice, 
and the remarkable uniformity of the Greenhorn and 
Niobrara formations indicates that there was no sig- 
nitioant high in the area to provide a source o! 
clasticso 
Not until late Cretaceous time is there again 
aziy indication of strong teotonio activity in the 
area. The first clear evidence of the Laramide 
orogeny is the basal conglomerate of the Raton forma- 
tion, which is late Cretaceous-Paleocene in age. Bur- 
bank and Goddard (1937, pp. 957-959) point out that 
this was apparently only a minor pulse, sinoe the 
first pronounced unconformity in the area occurs at 
the base ot the Faleooene Foison Canyon formation. 
They further etata that, although much intensive 
folding may have occurred at this time, the period ot 
most vigorous thrusting came later during the deposi- 
tion of the Foison Canyon and Eocene Cuchara and 
Huerfano formations. 
Looal Fre-Laramide History 
In general, the evidence found in the Middle Creek 
area confirms the geologic history presented above. 
Much of the data needed to understand and interpret the 
entire history, however, must come !rom outside the area. 
Only those aspeote of the regional history which are 
actually manifested in the Middle Creek area will be 
discussed in this report. 
1rom the data gained by examination of the sedi- 
ments which make up the Sangre de Cristo !ormation, 
several tacts about the eouroe area can be deduced. 
In all o! the petrographic thin sections examined, the 
plagioolaae feldspars make up at least 10 per cent o! 
the total feldspar content. Most o! the remaining 
feldspar ie miorooline with only minor amounts of 
orthoolase. Fragments of strained quartz were identi- 
fied. Muscovite was the main type ot mica found, al- 
though biotite is also present. This suite or minerals 
suggests that the source area may have been largely 
composed o! metamorphic rook with a mineralogio compo- 
sition similar to that of quartz-monzonite. Individual 
pebbles of feldspar and vein quartz an inoh or more 
across indioate that pegm.atites were also present in 
the eouroe area. 
Following the olassitication ot Krynine (1949, p. 60}, 
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the present author has assigned the Crestone member of 
the Sangre de Cristo formation to the "primary detrital 
red-bed" type. During the time of deposition of the 
Sangre de Cristo formation, red soils developed on the 
uplands ot the San Luis Range. Krynine (1949, p. 61) 
has stated that, "For the red weathering of silicates, 
mean annual temperatures above 60°1. and over 40" o! 
annual rainfall" are necessary. Undercutting by the 
streams in the steep-walled valleys of the source area 
made possible the landslides which supplied !reeh 
arkosio material and red hematite and turgite. The 
etreame then transported these materials to the deltas 
east ot the mountains. During transportation, the 
oomponente were thoroughly mixed, resulting in the 
arkosio red-beds as now observed. 
The conolusione regarding the lacuetrine deposits 
have been discussed above in oonneotion with the re- 
gional considerations. One point in regard to the 
limy concretionary zones found in some of the maroon 
eilte should also be mentioned. These concretions may 
have been formed under the bottom of the lakes in much 
the same manner as similar concretions form under the 
present-day sandhill lakes in western Nebraska. In 
these lakes minor amounts of calcium carbonate are de- 
posited by organic activity. Water from the le.ke, 
percolating downward through the underlying sediment, 
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dissolves this calcium carbonate and redeposits it in 
layers o! oonoretionary bodies at depths ot a few inches 
to a few yards beneath the bottom of the lake. It is 
thought that a very similar process could have produced 
the concretions in the laouetrine silt deposits of the 
Sangre de Cristo formation. 
Exact dating for the events which af!eoted the 
Middle Creek area are not available, although the rela- 
tive sequence ie quite clear. The first record in the 
area is the marine limestones and shales of the Veta 
Fass member. During the time of deposition o! these 
beds, a marine seaway was present in the Central Colo- 
rado basin. It contained an abundant invertebrate 
fauna, with brachiopods and gastropods predominating. 
The San Luis Range to the west must have been in at 
least partial relief at this time, since the Veta Fass 
member contains some arkoeio silts. The beginning o! 
the major uplift o! the San Luis Range ie marked by 
the increased amounts o! olastios deposited. The 
marine sea retreated as the basin began to !ill. A 
gradual but steadily inoreasing uplift to the west is 
re!leoted in the increasing arkosio content of the sedi- 
ments and an inoreaee in the oonglomeratio character of 
beds in the Crestone member. Lakes dotted the deposi- 
tional surfaoe throughout this time. The orogenio pulse 
abated and the area was reduoed to peneplaination, 
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probably during late Permian time. 
Local Laramide History 
The next major tectonic event which can be identi- 
fied in the Middle Creek area is the deformation of the 
Sangre de Cristo formation. This occurred in late or 
post-Cretaceous tim~ since early Tertiary beds just east 
of the Middle Creek area are involved in the deformation. 
From the strike of the main thrust fault and the 
grain of the structure in the Middle Creek area, it is 
evident that the forces which caused the deformation of 
the Sangre de Cristo formation came from a direction of 
10° to 20° south of west and were exerted toward the 
east. From this information. it is apparent that the 
baeio dikes in the area were intruded into shear fracture 
patterns produced by the compression. The dikes, and 
hence the shear patterns, intersect with the acute angle 
toward the west. A line bisecting this angle agrees 
with the direction of forces inferred from other data. 
The incidence of the dikes is greater to the east ot 
the thrust !ault. As the thrust mass moved toward the 
east, it created tension in the beds being pushed ahead 
ot it. The relief o! the tension is expressed by frac- 
turing along the shears described above. The incidence 
ot these shears ie greater in the beds to the east be- 
cause they experienced the greater amount of tension. 
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Although the fracture patterns were caused by the 
compressional deformation, the intrusion of the dikes 
occurred after the period of thrusting. This is seen in 
the faot that at least two of the dikes cross major 
faulte but are not displaced. These dikes are in 
Seo. 21 T29S-R69W and Sec. 4 T30S-R69W. Johnson and 
Stephens (1954) gave a date of late Eocene for the 
intrusives. 
I! the fenster fault and the main thrust fault 
are one and the eame• it is apparent that the fault 
surface must have been warped by later pulses. These 
movements may have marked the dying phase of the orogeny. 
The present cycle of erosion in the Middle Creek 
area was initiated by the epeirogenic uplift that a!- 
feoted the entire Rocky Mountain area. This uplift is 
believed to have occurred at the beginning of the 
Pleistocene epoch (Lugn. 1958, personal communication). 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Th~ Upper Middle Creek area shows many of the geo- 
logic features which characterize the entire Sangre de 
Cristo Range. The beds exposed are, for the most part, 
continental red-beds, the color resulting from included 
feldspar and from iron staining. One outcrop of marine 
limestones and shales is present in the area. The pri- 
mary detrital red-beds show a gradual increase in median 
grain-size upward and their oonglomeratio aspect is 
best developed in the upper part of the section. This 
evidence indioates that these are orogenio deposits and 
might well be termed "flyech deposits." A definite age 
determination for the Sangre de Cristo formation in the 
Upper Middle Creek area could not be established, and 
only a general age of "Upper Carboniferous" is certain. 
The source area tor the Sangre de Cristo formation 
was the ancient San Luis Range to the west. The rocks 
exposed in the source area were probably quartz-monzonite 
gneisses. 
The deformation whioh gave rise to the Sangre de 
Cristo Range was oauaed largely by horizontal forces. 
Evidence tor the age of the folding and thrusting must 
come from outside the Middle Creek area. The orogeny 
- -- .. -·--4 ......... __ 
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is generally dated as Laramide, with the major thrusting 
in Eocene time. The igneous activity in the area took 
place late in the Eocene epoch and following the orogeny. 
A !enster was mapped in the northwest corner of the 
Middle Creek area and a zone of imbrication was found 
along the main thrust in the southeast corner of the 
area. In spite of such local complexity, the general 
structure in this part of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains 
is significantly simpler than that in the northern part 
of the range. , 
The direction of the !orces which caused the Lara- 
mide deformation of the Sangre de Cristo formation can 
be well established in the Middle Creek area. The trace 
of the main thrust fault, the grain of the area, the 
tear faults along the main thrust, and the intrusion o! 
basic igneous dikes into fractures caused by the 
thrusting all testify that the forces oame from the 
west-southwest. 
Many more detailed studies of local areas in the 
Sangre de Cristo Mountains are needed before the complex 
geologic history of the range can be fully un,deratood. 
One question o! great importance is still unanswered& 
In an area of Lara.mid& deformation oharaoterized by 
vertioal uplift, why are the Sangre de Cristo thrust- 
mountains present? 
Ferhaps the Sangre de Cristo Mountains are not as 
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anomalous as they appear. With this supposition as a 
starting point, the problem then becomes to find a 
suitable mechanism by which the thrusting could have 
occurred as a result of vertical upli!t. By assuming 
that the block ot basement rock which was uplifted 
during the Laramide orogeny was located west or the 
present mountains. it can be imagined that, as the 
block rose, it caused imbricate thrusting in the ad- 
joining, incompetent Sangre de Cristo formation. (See 
Fig. 7A.) Later, this block was broken by normal faults 
along its eastern edge. The main part of the block, on 
the west, dropped down, but at least part o! the eastern 
surfaoe or the biock remained high, forming the Blanca 
massif. (See Fig. 7B.) 
In accordance with these oonditione, the actual 
core of the original Sangre de Cristo Mountains would 
now be beneath the San Luis Valley, and the present 
mountains would P• the structures caused by imbricate 
thrusting at the time the oore mass was uplifted. 
.A. B 
Sangre de 
Cristo 
Mountains 
FIGURE 7. Diagram showing a possible origin 
ot the thrust etruoturee in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains. 
• 
il'l?ENDIX 
Section o! the Veta Fass member of the Sangre de Cristo 
formation, measured a.long Idlewild Creek in Seo. 12 
T29S-R70W, Huerfano County, Colorado. 
Interval Feet 
29. Covered above •••••••••••••••• 
28. Shale, dark gray to blaok, thinly laminated, 
very calcareous, heavily stained with limon- 
ite, weathers to crumbly eur!ace, silty, 
mioaceous, arkosic ••••••••••••• 2.0• 
27. Limeatone, bluish-gray, thiok irregular 
bedding, argillaoeous, with many tine laminae of limestone and siltstone. Non- 
!oesiliferous. Weathers with a crumbly 
sur!aoe. Contains numerous silty, clay 
bodies which have a sub-spherical shape 
and are~ to l" in diameter. The amount 
ot ailt decreases in the upper part and 
laminae are lees well developed in the upper a• ••••••••••••••••••• ,7.6' 
26. Limeatone, bluish-gray, irregular laminae of blue-gray and light brown limestone and 
light brown siltstone. Heavy limonite staining. Thick irregular bedding. Very 
argillaceoue •• • ••••••• • ••••• 15.4' 
25. Covered interval • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 9. 5' .. 
24. Limestone, medium brown, thick irregular bedding, argillaceous, non-fossiliterous, 
mioaceous •••••••••••••••••• 5.1• 
Covered interval • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 22.0' 
22. Limestone, dark gray, very silty, mioaceous, weathers with blue-green sur!aoe. Weathered surfaoe has crumbly texture ••••••••• 1.2• 
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Interval Feet 
21. Limestone, bluish-gray, finely crystalline, with laminae of ailt producing a structure 
pattern resembling cross-bedding •••••• 5.5• 
20. Covered interval • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6.0' 
19. Limestone, light brown, coarsely crystal- line, thin even bedding, rectangular 
jointing, veins of secondary calcite •••• 2.5• 
18. Limestone, dark bluish-gray, thin irregular 
bedding with many thin shale partings, 
coarsely crystalline, rectangular jointing, 
veins of eecondary calcite ••••••••• 1.8' 
17. Limestone, dark blue-gray, thick irregular 
bedding, coarsely crystalline, rectangular 
jointing, ripple-marked. Fossiliferous, 
with coil~d forms of gastropods and small 
braohiopoda abundant •••••••••••• 6.0' 
16. Shale, light to medium brown, with heavy 
limonite staining on weathered surface, 
contains much clay material, micaoeous ••• 0.5• 
15. Limestone, dark blue-gray, coarsely crys- 
talline, argillaoeous, with veins of seoondary calcite. Blocky, rectangular 
jointing. Weathers to brown on surfaoe ••• 2.0• 
14. Siltstone, grayish-brown, containing much ·clay material and heavy limonite staining •• 1.0• 
Bridge - old stagecoach road crosses Idlewild Creek 
Limestone, dark bluish-gray, thick irregu- lar bedding, with thin irregular shale 
partings, very coarsely crystalline, veins 
ot seconda?'J' oaloite, weathers to light 
brown on surface. Rectangular jointing 
ver1 well developed. Fossils eoarce and poorly preserved •••••••••••• • • 10.4' 
12. Shale, grayish brown, weathers to light 
brown color on surface, very oaloareous ••• 1.0• 
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Interval Feet 
11. Limestone, dark bluish-black, thick irregu- 
lar bed~ing, with thin irregular shale 
partings, coarsely crystalline, jointing 
poorly developed. Fossils abundant but 
very poorly preserved •••••••••••• 4.2' 
10. Shale, medium gray, heavy limonite etaining on weathered eurface ••• • • • • • o.a• 
9. Limestone, bluieh-blaok, massive, with 
very thick irregular bedding, very coarsely 
crystalline, with veins of secondary cal- 
cite. Ve~ fossiliferouss Compoeita, 
Derbya (?),gastropods, and crino!d eteme •• 17.2' 
8. Shale, dull gray, with limonite staining • • 0.2• 
7. Limestone, brownish-gray, massive, coarsely 
crystalline, nrgillaceous •••••••••• 5.3• 
6. Shale, thin fissile seam •••••••••• 0.1• 
5. Limestone, dark bluish-gray, massive, very 
coarsely crystalline• with veins o! second- 
ary calcite, mioaoeous ••••••• • • • • 4.5' 
4. Shale, thin, eem1-!1ss1le parting •••••• 0.2' 
3. Limestone, brownish-gray, massive, very coarsely crystalline, weathers bu!f on eur!aoe, argillaoeous, micaoeous, with veins of secondary oalcite, rectangular 
jointing, lacy bryozoans ••• • • • • • • • 5.1• 
2. Shale, !issil•• limonite staining ••• • • • O.l' 
1. Limestone, bluish-gray, massive, very ooareely.orystalline, rectangular jointing, 
micaoeous, very !oss111feroua including 
poorly preserved braohiopode, gastropods, 
and orinoid stems •••••• • • • ••••• 4.3' 
Total Thickness • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 171.3' 
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